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Two-Layer Coating on Blasted Substrates

High-Gloss Truck Cabs without Sanding
between Coats
A manufacturer of paint systems for trucks has developed a primer for blasted substrates that ensures
a smooth finish even where the blasting depth is significant. The result is a high-gloss surface with no
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sanding needed between coats.
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ruck cabs are often made from a mix
of different materials and types of
steel, in the same way as car bodies. The
aim is to achieve a standardised appearance across the entire cab, but the different substrates used for the parts that
are painted present a particular challenge. The cab itself is generally manufactured from smooth sheet steel, while
the add-on parts are often blasted before painting.
The paint systems for the different
components also vary. The cab is generally painted in a similar way to a car
body with at least three coats (electrocoating, primer and top coat). However,
only two coats are applied to the add-on
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parts: an anti-corrosion primer and a
top coat. The primer is sanded, which is
a time-consuming and costly process,
in order to ensure that the final coating
has the required appearance.

One process no longer needed
In close cooperation with a customer from the automotive industry, FreiLacke has developed an epoxy primer with a good filling capacity which is
known as Freopox ER1925. It can cover
substrates with a blasting depth of up to
50 micrometres in one pass. Alongside
its filling capacity, the primer also has
excellent levelling properties, despite
its stability of up to 170 micrometres

on vertical surfaces. When the primer is used in combination with a newly developed high-solid, two-component, polyurethane top coat (EfdedurHS UR1449), it is possible to produce
high-gloss coatings with excellent levelling properties without the need for
interim sanding. The primer can also
be combined with the Efdedur UR1409
ultra-high-solid top coat, which leads
to a further reduction in the overall
VOC content of the painting process.
The high-solid and ultra-high-solid top
coats can be applied over the primer either after an accelerated drying process
(30 minutes at an object temperature of
70 degrees Celsius) or wet-on-wet after
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a flash-off time of 30 minutes under
standard conditions.
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Minimal difference between the
cab and the add-on parts

Comparison between the gloss level of a conventional paint system (top) and the new twocoat paint without sanding between coats.
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The paint finish produced by Freopox ER1925 and Efdedur HS UR1449
is characterised by a high gloss level of up to 93 gloss units at an angle
of 60 degrees and up to 85 gloss units
at an angle of 20 degrees on blasted
steel with a roughness depth of up to
50 micrometres. The combination of
high brilliance and excellent levelling properties reduces the visual difference between the painted add-on
parts and the cab itself to a minimum.
At the recommended coat thicknesses, the paint system meets the corrosion protection requirements of DIN
12944 in category C4 and is resistant
to a wide range of chemicals. Naturally the new paint system is also highly resistant to fading and weathering
and the developers have ensured that
it is very cost-effective.
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